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A CRITICAL REVIEW—No 3 of principles and standards, which are taken for granted, 
at least provisionally, and which serve as a base oi refer
ence and legitimation In ail questions ot deliberate opin
ion. so when any given usage or line ot conduct or bene! 
is seen and approved from the modern, point ot view, it 
comes to the same as saying that theft 
and accepted In the light of tnose principles which modern 
men habitually consider to be Anal and sufficient They

conscious ends of the individual members of the
ity. This axiom oi a meliorative developmental trei.___ *
into

a/ -■ coni..,a..
There is no system of economic theory more logical 

than that of Marx, bfo member of the system, no single 
article of doctrine, is fairly to be understood, criticised or 
defended except as an articulate member of the whole and 
in the light of the preconceptions and postulates which 

, afford the point of departure and the controlling 
of the whole. As regards these preconceptions and 

tuiates, Marx draws on two distinct lines of antecedents, are principles of right, equity, propriety, duty, perhaps of 
—the Materialistic Hegelianism and the English system knowledge, belief, and taste
of Natural Rights. By his earlier training he is an adept 
in the Hegelian method of speculation and inoculated 
with the metaphysics of development underlying 
Hegelian system. By his later training he is an expert In 
the system of Natural Rights and Natural Liberty, ingrain
ed in his Ideals of life and held Inviolate throughout. He 
does not take a critical attitude toward the underlying 
principles of Natural Rights. Even his Hegelian 
ceptlons of development never carry him the length of 
questioning the fundamental principle# of that system. He 
Is only the more ruthlessly consistent in working out their 
content than his natural-rights antagonists in the liberal- 
—classical school. His polemics run against the specific 
tenets of the liberal school, but they .run wholly on the 
ground afforded by the premises of that school. The ideals 
of his propaganda are natural-rights Ideals, but his theory 
of the working out of these Idoals in the course of history 
rests on" tSe Hegelian metaphysics of development, and 

his method of speculation and construction of theory is 
given by the Hegelian dialectic. (Veblen).

snape as a belief in an organic or quasi-orgtfnic w. -
Biological) life process on the part of the economic____
muiuty or ot the nation ; ; and this belief carried v__ _ .1
something of a constraining sense of self-realizing çy 
growth, maturity and decay in the life-history of 
or communities.

I

e things are seen

norm l_____-
pos-

,-ns “Neglecting what may for the immediate purpesj Lj-
negligible in this outline of fundamental tenets, u . .« 
bear the following construction.
the hedonist or as^pciational psychology, all splritu-, 
linuity 'and any consequent teleological trend is 
denied so far as regards individual conduct, whei _ 
later psychology, and the sciences which build o.. 1

Evidently these

F principle», which so are made to serve as standards ol 
validity in law and eus tom f knowledge and beliel, 

the the natugç of canons, established rules, and have the 
authority of precedent and prescription. They have been 
deflated by the attrition of use and wont and disputation, 
and they are accepted in a somewhat deliberate 
by common consent, and are upheld by a deliberate public 

precon- opinion as to what is right and seemly. In the popular 
apprehension, and indeed in the apprehension of the train
ed jurists and scholars for the time being, these constit
uent principles of the accepted point of view are 'funda
mentally and eternally right and good ' But this perpet
uity with which they are so habitually invested in the pop
ular apprehension, in their time. Is evidently such a quali
fied perpetuity only as belongs to any settled outgrowth 
of use and wont They are of ap institutional character 
and they are endowed with that degree of perpetuity only 
that belongs to any institution. So soon as a marked 
change of circumstances comes on,—a change of a suffic
iently profound, enduring and comprehensive character, 

, such as persistently to cross or to go beyond those lines 
of use and wont out of which these settled principles have 
emerged,—then these principles and their standards of

(a) One the grou. u ...m are 01

f l«—---V-,»

.

later psychology, insist upon and find suen a teleoit-s- - 
trend at every turn.

manner

(b) Such a spiritual or quae. l_, 
ual continuity and telelogical trend is uncritically an 
as regards the non-human sequence or the seque’-^v 
events in the affairs of collective life, where the 
sciences diligently assert that nothing ot the kind 
cernable, or that, if it is discernable, its recognition 
side the point, so far as concerns the purpose o; a. 
science.”
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<- Which it to say, I take it, that the later science 
says man alone is endowed with purpose, and 
ever trend of things and events, whatever contin...
and direction of trend there be, to a socialist 
of life shall we say, is to be traced solely to th 
sequences, whether intended by them or not, cf tin
actions anod conduct of men, considered as respons
es to the stimulus of the brute, impersonal foixx s or 
the environment. Marx’s constitution, his nature, 
and his attitude at the moment of impact in 
part decides what will serve as stimulus, 
what the manner and direction of his

Vi\n r
v euii-N the last issue and to some degree in the pre

vious one, I essayed a description of the Hege
lian dialectical conception of the mechanics 

of the evolutionary process. That conception is
validity and finality must presently undergo a revision, 
such as to bring on a new balance oprinciples, embody
ing the habits of thought enforced by a new situation, and 

8 point of departure for his survey of the do- expressing itself in a revised "scheme of authoritative nsi 
main of unfolding human culture (material and im- and wont, law and custom. In the transition from the

L-v-l

as vt vi, t.,medieval to the modern point of view, eg., there is to Sematerial) by means pt his Materialistic Conception 
of history. According to the dialectical conception 
in the^ hands of Marx

response . ..1seen such a pervasive change in men’s habitual outlook, 
answering to the compulsion of a new range of circum
stances which came to condition the dally life of. the peo
ples of Christendom." (Veblen).

be.
To still further illustrate the shift of 

lional ground on that matter of the later post 
winian science on the character of the forces ii: the 
process, from that of the early modem science, n. "1 

throw into high light of contrast Adam Sr. i:, 
point of view .-

précoce j;>-
“The goal of the life-history of the race in a large 

way controls the course of that life-history In all its 
phases, including the phase of capitalism. This goal or 
end, which controls the proies» of human development, is 
Ufe complete realisation of life in all its fullness and the was » composite of two main canons of truth, spec-
realisation is to be reached by a process analogous to the ifically, what is termed the “Hedonist" tenets, and 
three-phase dialectic, of thesis, anti thesis, and synthesis,

t
» v_

The scientific point of view of the classical school
me it .>

Ia conception of an “order of nature” permeated 
with spirituality. The Hedonistic principles were 
drawn on psychological lines, of a conceived nature 
of man, taken collectively and individually, and of

r into which scheme the capitalist system, with its over
flowing measure of misery and degradation, fits as the last 
and most dreadful phase-struggle of the Marxian syatem 
and the evil, (antithetical element) in life is to Marx a 
logically necessary evil, as the an tit béais is a necessary- the motives supposed to control human conduct. The

In his view (Smith) Nature -has made provision (or 
social well-being by the principle of the 
tion which prompts every man to better his' conditio.. : 
individual aims only at his private gain, but is led I 
invisible hand' to promote the public good; human Ls. :u 
tions, by interfering with this principle in the name of the 
public interest, defeat their own end ; but when all sys.enrs 
of preference or restraint are taken away, ‘the obvtou^a: d 
simple system of natural liberty establishes itself 
own acord.' "—(Ency. Britt.)

numan co
/

phaae of the dialectic ; and it is a means to the (socialistic) primary general principle was that the greatest hap- 
consummation, as the antithesis is a means to the syn-* 
thesis." (Veblen). ' . *

Let us now look to the Èngliah olassical school of 
economists, who were subscribers to and elaborat
ory of the system of “natural rights,” from which 
system, Veblen says, Marx derived certain of its pre
conceptions and ideals of liberty. I may also remind 
the reader, so far as Marx’s debt in economic theory 
to the classical school is concerned, that he hitnself, 
in the “Critique of Political Economy,” traced his 
labor-theory of value to Ricardo (1772-1823) and 
through him to Adam Smith (1723-1790), the reput
ed father of that school

piness of the greatest number was the chief purpose 
and end of human association. At the same time, 
the Hedonistic conception of the psychology of the 
individual was that self-interest is the ruling prin
ciple in man’s conduct, but that if each individual T. - , . ,„ . , , It is obvious from that reasoning that Smith I -was allowed his natural right to an unimpeded, ... . PQted gowming and directive power and purpi : e I . ’sphere for the exercise of his economic activity, this _ • ■ l . . ;K.. .. ,, , , . ; ’ , « principle or law of nature, while practically <>activity would work out, even though unintended • „ ,__ ,, J. , . . . ln? to man any power to effect the trend of th, -
bf Wnefical to the commun,!., A grea„r |ban m„., „„ .orki„,. „,,
.t Un*. Upon «I™ re.-oning the. .,..0” of ,,, the pi-oec tor th. good of man, hi, brnnue»
tur.1 rtghu, *b! find out wha, Nature -willed • b, knowing fc,, 5
eranoue theorists worked with th. aunmpt.on th, prin,iples and la„, an<| |o to
■ey.inleW,, moved the individual along the line of ,onlm„nal ,nd nl|i„„a| ^ |
avoid.»* Pam and gaimng plcmmre. In prospective h wi|L s„h ,gai„ „ we „„ „ T
economic activity a balancing of gains in terms of „„„ ,. ... . ... Hegelian cosmology, exhibits the persistence of thetplemmr, „ again, pun-coat, and ,t, calculated re- old .n^iistin pmpenait, .1 man ,» impn.e per,
U.1U, gum., th. laborer or the e.p.Uta. Pam- i|jr „,d wi„ to thinga ,nd foro, ,h, envinin
««t m ,n tarm, oi the irkimeneu, ot labor for outaide himaelft he -know," of them b. h„„ 1

the laborer incurred when the plemmre of idleneaa knowledge of the facta of hi, own pemonalitv he
is deferred, I presume, and “abstinence” for the cap- in fact, projects his

«
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;x : -
The English classical school of political economy 

was s part of a wider movement of political liberal
ism rising at the high tide of. the 18th century char
acterised by a then new tendency in philosophic 
speculation in moral and legal theory and social, pol
itical and economic doctrine. The new tendency 
developing, it later became known as the liberal-util
itarian movement In its field'of endeavor, it was julist who thus defers present pleasure of spending 
the ideological expression of the new developing or- hia whole income all ^ order that an inerement of 
der of industrialism as against the old.order of a plea8UPe over pain-cost may accrue in the future, 
feudal and agricultural economy whose predomin
ance as an interest Was passing in the nation. Adam 
Smith, Jeremy Bentham, its philosopher, James Mill,
John Stuart Mill, father and son, are some Qf the 
famous names associated with the
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personality into them.own•V ' r.ome-
times in such fashion as he feel# how he would H' - 
thero to he. So,? ri • a an Almighty Heavenly Father, with 

(Continued on page 8)
Thus the famous “economic man” of the history of 
economic theory. I quote Veblen again on the clas
sical school
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postulates past gains to modern account, the metaphysical

of them “Seen through modern eyes and without effort to turn

or pre-movemenU It is the preconceptions
of this classical school, its peint of view with which conceptions! furniture of political economy as it stood 

it went toits scientific work which, for oar purpose aboat mWlle of tw^cmitnry (the nth) may come to
I muLmtanitinw |#,rr ___ -Ll-fl- tnfnrnnf K>Ok QUltO CVtOQI. ThO tWO 1iiH CtOOOJ Of truth Oil

"What la spoken of as a point cf view is always a com- ebotogy. and (b) an uncriticti ooqvictlon that there Is a 
polite affair: same sort of a rounded and balanced system trend in the

--- ■ w >,^4--v>
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